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Introduction

Controversy exists about the frequency of flat colorectal le-

sions in non-Japanese populations. Flat lesions are reported

frequently by Japanese authors1–3 but rarely encountered in

Western studies. Scarcity of reports originating from non-

Japanese Asian populations have also led to the suggestion

that flat colorectal lesions may be unique to Japanese popu-

lations.

Although the clinical significance of flat colorectal lesions

has been questioned,4 reports from Japanese studies consis-

tently assert that such lesions have an increased malignant

potential, often harbouring dysplasia or foci of intramucosal

carcinoma.5–7

The protective impact of screening colonoscopy in co-
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lorectal cancer risk reduction is well accepted. Morson esti-

mated that approximately two-thirds of colorectal carcino-

mas arise from pre-existent adenomatous polyps.8 However,

this leaves the origins of the remainder still unaccounted for.

In recent years, Japanese authors have proposed that flat

colonic polyps might be an alternate pathway for colorectal

carcinogenesis.9 If so, endoscopists need to pay attention to

and look out for such lesions.

Our study aimed to determine the significance of flat

colorectal lesions detected by standard colonoscopic tech-

niques.

Patients and methods

Endoscopic and pathology records of all patients who under-
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went elective outpatient colonoscopy by a single colorectal

surgeon over a 4-year period were retrospectively reviewed.

Patients who had incomplete examinations were excluded.

Bowel preparation included two 45 mL doses of Phospho-

Soda® (Fleet Pharmaceuticals, Lynchburg, VA, USA) or

polyethylene glycol 3–4 L on the evening before the exami-

nation.

All examinations were performed by the same endosco-

pist using a standard non-magnifying Olympus 200L colono-

scope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Examinations

were carried out with minimal air insufflation to avoid over-

distension of the bowel lumen. Intravenous sedation with

midazolam was given selectively together with intranasal oxy-

gen administration and pulse rate, blood pressure and con-

tinuous pulse oximetry monitoring during the procedure.

For the purpose of this study, a flat lesion was defined as

one with a flat mucosal change or flat minimal mucosal

elevation (height less than half the diameter of the lesion),

which may or may not have a central depression.

The number and location of all identified flat colorectal

lesions were determined by the endoscopist and the lesions

removed either piecemeal or with hot biopsy or snare poly-

pectomy. All histology specimens were reviewed by a single

dedicated pathologist (WMY) to ensure consistency in re-

porting.

Results

A total of 491 patients underwent 593 complete elective out-

patient colonoscopic examinations by a single colorectal sur-

geon between January 1994 and June 1998. The median age of

the study population was 62 years (range, 18–88 years). There

were 252 female and 239 male patients. The indications for

colonoscopy in the study population included screening, bleed-

ing per rectum, abdominal pain, change in bowel habit, post-

operative cancer surveillance, evaluation of anaemia and raised

serum carcinoembryonic antigen levels, and polyp surveillance.

In none of these patients were flat lesions thought to be the

cause of the symptoms. The average time taken for each

colonoscopy was 15.9 minutes (range, 5–45 minutes). There

were 16 incomplete examinations yielding an incomplete ex-

amination rate of 2.6% (16/609).

During the study period, 91 patients (19%) were found to

have 236 flat colorectal lesions (Table 1). The median age of

patients with flat colorectal lesions was 65 years (range, 27–89

years). Men were more affected than women (55 male:36

female).

Flat lesions were predominantly found in the sigmoid

colon and rectum (about 80% of all flat colorectal lesions)

(Table 2). Although 63% of lesions (n = 148) were hyperplastic

or metaplastic, almost one-quarter (n = 56) were adenomatous.

These adenomas showed varying degrees of dysplasia. In-

flammatory, lymphoid and other polyps made up the rest of

the histological findings (Table 3).

Discussion

Whether adenomas are detected or missed during routine

colonoscopy is of paramount concern. Japanese investigators

have argued that special techniques of high magnification and

dye spray are essential in detecting adenomas occurring in flat

Table 1. Colonoscopic findings in 491 patients

Finding Number of patients

Normal 135

Flat lesion 91

Benign polyp 85

Haemorrhoids 54

Diverticular disease 54

Colitis 37

Cancer 27

Miscellaneous (including radiation proctitis, rectal ulcer) 8

Total 491

Table 2. Distribution of flat colorectal lesions

Location within large bowel n (%)

Rectum 53 (22.5)

Sigmoid colon 138 (58.5)

Descending colon 16 (6.8)

Transverse colon 22 (9.3)

Ascending colon and caecum 7 (3.0)

Total 236

Table 3. Histology of flat colorectal lesions

n (%)

Hyperplastic 148 (62.7)

Adenomatous 56 (23.7)

Others 32 (13.6)

Total 236
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lesions. They contend that failure to apply these techniques

may be the primary reason why flat adenomas are not widely

recognized in Western populations. Dye spray with magnifica-

tion allows characterization of a flat lesion and picks out those

that are likely to be adenomatous. Using these techniques,

Rembacken et al identified 117 flat adenomas in 1,000 con-

secutive British patients.10 In a similar study carried out in 211

American patients using dye-spray techniques, Saitoh et al

found 66 flat lesions, of which 82% were adenomas.11 Therefore,

flat adenomas may be more prevalent in Western populations

than previously assumed, but cannot be detected without

using Japanese colonoscopic techniques.

Our study confirms the presence of flat adenomas in an

urban Asian metropolis with a multi-ethnic population, and

destroys the myth that flat colorectal lesions only exist in

Japanese patients. Instead, it is probable that these lesions are

commonly found among all racial and ethnic groups. Lack of

widespread recognition of the existence of flat colorectal le-

sions may be due, in part, to the endoscopist’s bias rather than

to actual differences in the incidence of such lesions among

different populations.

With optimal bowel preparation and meticulous colono-

scopic examination, flat lesions can be detected without

the additional expense of high magnification colonoscopes

and dye spray. One method is to minimize air insufflation and

to periodically remove excess air during endoscopy so as not

to overdistend the bowel lumen and efface diminutive flat le-

sions. Our detection rate of 56 flat adenomas in 491 patients

(11.4%) was similar to that of Rembacken et al (11.7%), who

used dye-spray and magnification techniques.

However, because standard colonoscopy cannot reliably

predict histology based on macroscopic appearance, the ca-

veat is that, by adopting this approach, it is essential that all

flat lesions detected are biopsied. Our biopsy results showed

that 13.6% of flat colorectal lesions detected by standard

colonoscopy have little clinical significance. This is where we

believe selective use of dye spray and magnification may play a

role in directing biopsy of flat lesions that are detected by

standard colonoscopy. By showing up pit patterns with dye-

spray and magnification techniques, only lesions with pat-

terns characteristic of either adenomas or hyperplastic lesions

need to be biopsied. Those that do not exhibit these patterns

may be left alone. Instead of “indiscriminate” use of dye-spray

and magnification techniques, their selective use may poten-

tially reduce the number of biopsies and the “negative” biopsy

rate of standard colonoscopy and, at the same time, the costs

of these techniques will be reduced. Further studies compar-

ing standard colonoscopy and routine biopsy of all flat lesions

versus standard colonoscopy and dye-spray/magnification-

directed biopsy are required to adequately address issues of

cost-effectiveness and patient safety.

Data from the National Polyp Study in the USA show that,

despite a policy of repeat colonoscopy to clear all polyps in

1,418 patients, up to 24% of the study cohort subsequently

developed colorectal cancer.12 In that study, five cancers were

unusually small (range, 6–25 mm). It had been hypothesized

that some of these interval colorectal cancers may have ori-

ginated from flat lesions along an accelerated adenoma-

carcinoma pathway. It could be argued that a number of

these interval cancers may have been prevented if flat colo-

rectal lesions had been actively sought and destroyed.

Flat cancers are reportedly more aggressive than their

more polypoid counterparts, and have a higher likelihood

of full-thickness wall invasion and nodal metastases.13 Thus,

it is vital to obtain histology and remove these lesions when

they are detected. In our study, 56 flat adenomas were de-

tected and removed and, consequently, up to 56 index cases

of biologically aggressive flat colorectal cancers may have

been prevented.

The prevalence of flat colorectal lesions would render

radiographic techniques such as computed tomography

colography less desirable than colonoscopy in screening.

Decreased sensitivity of radiographic techniques for flat le-

sions would mean that a significant number of such lesions

would be missed. Moreover, histological assessment is pre-

cluded with the application of such technology.

Our study population had a high proportion of flat hyper-

plastic lesions (63%). Although hyperplastic polyps have pre-

viously been regarded as non-neoplastic and without malig-

nant potential, Jass has recently demonstrated that genetic

aberrations such as K-ras mutation, DNA microsatellite in-

stability and DNA methylation are frequently present with-

in such polyps.14 These findings suggest the possibility that

the development of interval cancers might not be the re-

sult of an unknown de novo alteration in the mucosa, but

may, in fact, be along the “hyperplastic or serrated pathway”

described by Jass. Therefore, there may be no such thing as

an “innocent” flat lesion. Alternatively, the presence of flat

hyperplastic lesions may serve as a marker of mucosal in-

stability, and flat cancers may arise de novo in the non-

polypoid intervening mucosa. Certainly, the significance

of this high proportion of flat hyperplastic lesions deserves

further investigation.

In the past, Japanese workers who used dye-spray and
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magnification techniques have advocated that flat lesions

exhibiting pit patterns suggestive of hyperplastic lesions can

be disregarded. In the light of Jass’ data and emerging evidence

that hyperplastic lesions may not be innocuous, this practice

needs to be re-evaluated. At present, we are closely following

patients with flat hyperplastic lesions (as well as those with flat

adenomas), and follow-up data will be reported at a later date.

We would recommend routine hot biopsy of such lesions to

minimize the risk of subsequent malignant change, and re-

move any false-negative reading of pit patterns by the dye-

spray technique.

Conclusions

Flat colorectal lesions are common and may be found in up to

20% of the population undergoing colonoscopy. Approxi-

mately one-quarter of these lesions are premalignant adeno-

mas while 60% are hyperplastic. The application of dye-spray

and high-magnification colonoscopy, while useful, is not

essential. Good bowel preparation, minimal air insufflation,

and meticulous colonoscopic examination and hot biopsy

should be cornerstones in the management of such lesions.
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